


Lunar Node Cycle
• Full Cycle: 18.6 years

• Reversed Return: 9.3 years

• Using TRUE Nodes

• Nodes are always retrograde – except during eclipse times when they stand on the same degree for about 5 
weeks.

• Solar Eclipse: New Moon Conjunct either Node

• Lunar Eclipse: Full Moon conjunct either Node























When the Sun is close to the Nodes it is 

eclipse season – during this time the Nodes 

do not move much.

To be able to see this, we need to use TRUE 

NODES, because the Mean Nodes would 

not show that difference in the movement 

of the Nodes.



South and North 
directions

Our sun and planets travel 
more or less away from the 
star Sirius in the constellation 
Canis Major. Sirius is the sky’s 
brightest star. Not surprisingly, 
Vega and Sirius lie in opposite 
directions in Earth’s sky.

Remember, Vega resides 
almost exactly opposite Sirius. 

https://earthsky.org/tonight/v
ega-marks-the-apex-of-the-
suns-way/

https://earthsky.org/brightest-stars/sirius-the-brightest-star
https://earthsky.org/tonight/vega-marks-the-apex-of-the-suns-way/


Planetary Nodes
Planets @ 0 Latitude will be on 

their respective Node.

The Sun does not have Nodes 

since it is the point of reference.

Moon is moving from its North 

Node (Gem) toward South 

Node (sag).

Uranus is approaching its own 

North Node @ 16 Gemini 

(latitude close to 0)

- Will be on its own North Node 

Aug 1, 2029.



General Interpretation
• South Node + Its Ruler

• Identity and experiences I bring from Past lives into this life.

• My resources, reference point, my story:

Including peaks of accomplishment or wounds.

• What is most familiar whether it is easy or difficult. What a child can most immediately gravitate to.

• Inborn capacities, talents, gifts.

• Mother figure, personality, and influence.

• North Node + Its Ruler
• The balancing force – what we need to learn to advance our evolution.

• What will bring growth and wellness in our lives.

• Ultimately, the cycle completes when we rise above the duality and South and North Node and master the 
axis.

• South and North Nodes must work together, but the South Node is the starting point.



ARIES – LIBRA

Identity - Existence

Justice: Fight and compromise

Relationships: Allies and adversaries – Tension between the sexes

Homeostatis (dynamic equilibrium): Surge|Balance

TAURUS - SCORPIO

Continuity, Sustainability: solidify, destroy to build a stronger version

Resources – Power - Choice

Food, Fuel, Sexuality















• In writing to Jung on November 29, 1912, Freud's attempted deception regarding his homoerotic 
feelings toward Jung was, I believe, a significant element in precipitating the ending of their personal 
relationship. Shortly after Freud and Jung had apparently reconciled some of their theoretical differences 
during a conference in Munich (November 24, 1912) and had cleared up the misunderstanding 
concerning Freud's visit to Binswanger, Freud fainted, for the second time, in Jung's presence. Jung then 
tenderly carried Freud to a sofa and two days later wrote him a very friendly note, apologizing for 
earlier difficulties and inquiring after Freud's health (Jung, 1963; McGuire, 1974).

• Freud's response to Jung acknowledged some outstanding differences in their theoretical views and then, 
referring to his fainting spell, wrote, "according to my private diagnosis, it was migraine...note without a 
psychic factor which unfortunately I haven't had time to track down...a bit of neurosis I ought to look 
into" (McGuire, 1974, p. 524). However, Freud was much more candid in a letter to Jones when he 
attributed his fainting spell to an "unruly homosexual feeling," which involved a transference from his 
earlier and intense friendship with Wilhelm Fliess to Jung (Donn, 1988. p.154-6).

• Jung's response to Freud was an explosion of rage. He was particularly upset at both Freud's 
downplaying the meaning of his fainting spell and, what he perceived as Freud's trivializing of his 
contribution to Libido theory (McGuire, 1974). I also suspect that on a deeper level Jung sensed Freud's 
homoerotic conflict (perhaps intensified by the nonverbal contact they shared when he carried Freud 
after he fainted) and was angered that Freud was deceptively vague about its significance.

• It should be mentioned that Jung, himself, was particularly vulnerable to such homoerotic and 
homophobic feelings. In particular, earlier in their relationship (1907) Jung had confessed to Freud that 
he had been homosexually assaulted as a boy by a man he trusted. He also admitted, when he asked 
Freud for his photograph, that he had "a religious crush" on Freud which he was aware had "clear erotic 
undertones" (McGuire, 1974, p.95).

• After exchanging a set of angry letters with Jung, Freud waited two weeks and then wrote on January 3, 
1913, "I propose that we abandon our personal relations entirely" (McGuire, 1974, p.539).



GEMINI - SAGITTARIUS

Navigation, Understanding: Orientation, Education

Knowledge provides control and predictibility

Culture, Way of life

Meaning

CANCER - CAPRICORN

Developmental processes: Gestation and maturation

Readiness (ripeness), healthy foundations, to face life challenges 
and thrive

Family, ancestry, generational



LEO - AQUARIUS

Co-creators of life: creativity and influence

Steering the wheel

Continuing life, Enhancing life, Elevating life

Meaning and purpose of my life

VIRGO - PISCES

Making life work: success in the sum of all parts

Cooperation with life

Health and proper function

My function, service, vocation













1. Planet 

conj the SN

2. Planet 

conj the NN

3. Planet square 

the Nodal Axis





















AGES
LEO AGE 
Aquarius sub 

Age

10,000 BCE

CANCER AGE
Capricorn sub

8000 BCE

GEMINI AGE
Sag sub 6000 

BCE

TAURUS AGE
Scorpio Sub

4000 BCE

Prosperity

ARIES AGE
Libra Sub

2000 BCE

Free Will

PISCES AGE
Virgo Sub

0 - 0280 CE

Spirit-Matter

Agriculture

Animal 

husbandry

First Cities
(first shift from 

nomadic to 

settlements)

Indu Writing

5000 BCE
Fertile Crescent 
– Irrigation, 

agriculture, 

the wheel

3400 BCE

Bronze Age
3200 BCE

Iron Age
1200 BCE
Weapons and tools 

made of steel

Christianity

Fisherman

Islam (610 CE)

Transcendence of 

materialism – cult of 

devotion and 

martyrdom

Atlantis Mycean Greece
Babylon
Mesopotamia
(Mathematics -
sciences)

Democracy in 

Athens Greece

500 BCE

Modern era 

colonialism and 

slavery

Old Kingdom of 

EGYPT 
3100 BCE
Pyramids/sphynx?
Time of supremacy 

and peace.

Classical 

Greece 500 BCE

Socrates

Plato, Aristotle

First university

Hebrew People 

– 3761 BCE
Buddhism 
5 BCE

Buddhism 
Transcendence of 

materialism – Non 

attachment.



LEO AGE 
Aquarius sub 

Age

10,000 BCE

CANCER AGE
Capricorn sub

8000 BCE

GEMINI AGE
Sag sub 6000 

BCE

TAURUS AGE
Scorpio Sub

4000 BCE

ARIES AGE
Libra Sub

2000 BCE

PISCES AGE
Virgo Sub

0 - 0280 CE

Minoan(Crete) 

civilization –
Matriarchal/

Female empowered

2000 - 1200 BCE

Merging of 

cultures and 

unification of the  

world through 

travel and then 

the internet

MONOTHEISM
Judaism 

development –

Abraham and 

Moses 

From Golden Calf 

to Ram’s horn

1800-1200 BCE

Akhenaten –
Egyptian Pharaoh 

establishes 

monotheistic cult 

of the Sun

1350 BCE



Ram’s Horn- JudaismTwo fish - Christianity

Golden Calf – End of 

Taurus age

Taurus/Scorpio Age

Sarcophagus


